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ABSTRACT
With the advent of faster, cheaper planetary missions, the coming decade promises a significant
growth in the number of missions that will be simultaneously supported by NASA’s Deep Space
Network (DSN). In addition, new types of missions will stretch our deep space communications
capabilities. Ambitious outer planet missions, with extremely tenuous communications links
due
to their great distance, and data-intensive orbiter or in situ missions incorporating high-bandwidth
scienceinstruments, will demandimprovedtelecommunicationscapabilities.Ultimately,
our
ability tocreatea virtual presencethroughoutthesolarsystem
will be directlylinked to our
overall deep
space
telecommunications
capacity.
The
Telecommunications
and
Mission
OperationsDirectorateatthe
Jet PropulsionLaboratory, which operatesNASA’sDeep
Space
2010
Network,hasdevelopedaroadmap
for deepspacetelecommunicationsthroughtheyear
which meets these challenges. Key aspects of this roadmap are: 1) a move
to efficient, standard
communications services; 2) development of
an
end-to-endflight-groundcommunications
architecture and co-ordination of flight and ground technology developments; 3 ) rapid infusion
of Ka-bandandopticalcommunicationstechnologiesinto
the DSN andintofuturespacecraft.
This paper will present this roadmap, describe how it will support an increasing mission set while
also providing significantly increased science data return, summarize the current state of key Kabandandopticalcommunicationstechnologies,
and identifycritical path items in terms of
technology developments, demonstrations, and mission users.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the primary goals identified within NASA’s most recent Strategic Plan [NASA,
19981is
“to establishavirtualpresencethroughoutthesolarsystem.”
The fidelity of thisvirtual
presence will in largepartbedefined
by thecommunicationsbandwidththat
we canprovide
betweenourroboticspacecraftandthe
scientists, engineers,andpublicwhointeract
with them
herefromEarth.Consistent
with this, the National
Research
Council
recently
identified
“wideband,
high
data-rate
communications
over
planetary
distances”
as
one
of six key
technoligies with the potential to “lower the cost and improve the performance of existing space
activities and enable new ones” [National Research Council, 19981. TMOD recently carried out a
study to examine our deep space communications capability
in a rigorous, quantitative way and
to identify the most cost-effective options for future growth.
Section 2 of this paper will describe the challenge TMOD faces as we move to an era of far more
frequent launches. Section 3 will then present TMOD’s strategy for responding to this challenge.
In particular, we will focus on how TMOD is applying new technology developments in Ka-band
andopticalcommunicationstoprovideextremelycost-effectivegrowth
in ourdeepspace
communications capability. Finally, in Section 4 we will summarize what we have learned in this
study,
and
what recommendations we are
making
regarding
the
future
of deep
space
communications.

2. TELECOMMUNICATIONSCHALLENGES
One of thegreatdividends
of the“faster, better, cheaper” NASA isthe agency’s ability to
launch far more frequent new missions. We have successfully evolved in a few short years from
an era of infrequent“flagship”
missions tofrequentlylaunchedmissionsandmulti-mission
programs such as Discovery, Mars, and Outer Planets. Based on a conservative forecast of future
missions, TMOD anticipates a significant increase in the number of missions supported, from a
current level of roughly 25 simultaneous missions up to roughly 35 simultaneous missions in five
years. (A more aggressive forecast, based on the NASA Administrator’s goal of a launch every
1
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Third, and perhaps most importantly, rapid infusion ofnew technology will be key to meeting
NASA’sdeepspacecommunicationschallenge.The
quantity, quality,andcost
of ourdeep
spacecommunications capabilities are highly dependent on the state of ourtechnology.
And
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advances in component
technology
will offer
opportunities
for
significant,
cost-effective
capabilitygrowth.Considerthisanalogy:
every
few
years, advances in digitalprocessing
technology lead to big performance increases in personal computer modems, allowing you to - at
low cost - significantly increase the bandwidth with which your home computer can interact
with
the Internet. In a similar way, key technology developments are offering NASA the opportunity
tocost-effectivelyincrease its deepspacecommunicationscapabilities.Inparticular,Ka-band
and optical communications technologies have the potential to provide
an order of magnitude
increase in performance by the year 2010.

3. TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP
3.1 TELECOMMUNICATIONSMETRICS
Tospeak quantitativelyaboutcommunicationsperformance,
we needtodefinesome
useful
metrics. In the past, we have tended to think in terms of available antenna hours, and that
is an
easy metric to understand. To increase this metric, you can build new antennas or try to increase
the utilitzation of the antennas you already have by reducing set-up times.
As we move towards a service paradigm, and think
in terms of file transfers instead of antenna
hours, we needtocharacterizethedatavolume
that canbedownlinkedintoanygivenDSN
antenna in a given pass length. To be quantitative here, we need to define what is at the other end
of the link. And so we will define a “reference spacecraft” at Jupiter distance: we normalize the
spacecraft to have an RF output power of 10 W and an antenna diameter of 1.4 m (which, for a
50% efficientantenna,providestheequivalent
of a l m antenna).Thisischaracteristic
of the
types of communications systems that the mass-, power-, and volume-constrained missions of the
future are baselining. To extend this definition to the optical domain,
we postulate a spacecraft
system consisting of a 30 cm telescope aperture and a 3
W laser output, corresdponding to
the
specifications of theopticaltransceiverbeingbuilt
within the NASA Advanced Space System
Development Program (also known as
the X2000 program). With this definition, we can speak
quantitativelyaboutthedataratethat
this referencespacecraftcandownlinkinto
any given
ground antenna (RF) or telescope (optical).
Finally, with this single-aperture definition in place, we can also talk about the aggregate capacity
for the entire ground network, by adding up the downlink rates for all the antennas/telescopes in
the DSN. In effect, this corresponds to the aggregate bandwidth that the DSN could supply to an
ensemble of “reference” spacecraftatJupiterdistances.Forreference,
in terms of thismetric,
today’s DSN provides an aggregate capacity of only 20 kbps at S-band (2.3 GHz), 230 kbps at
Ka-band (32GHz)andoptical(1.06
X-band (8.4 GHz),and no operationalcapilityyetat
microns).

3.2 BASELINE RF SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
A number of plannedimprovementsareexpectedto
lead to significantimprovements in the
DSN’s current X-band telecommunciations capability. These include:
0
DSNGroundStationAutomation:TMODisinitiatingacomprehensivenetworkupgrade
whichwill modernize and simplifyDSNsubsystems,increaseuse
of standardcommercial
systemswhereverapplicable,andsignificantlyincreasethe
level of systemoperation.
In
addition to reducing operations costs, this work will also lead to increased antenna utilization
due to a reduction in the pre-calibration/post-calibration time required for each tracking pass,
from a current value of over one hour down to a goal of five minutes. Reducing this pre-cal
time is especially important as we move towards more short tracking passes. These network
improvements are planned to be completed in the 2001 time frame.
ImprovedX-bandDiplexingFeedSystems:
A new RF feed systemtechnology
allows
diplexed (two-way) communicationsthroughasingleRFfeed
without needforalossy
microwavediplexer,resulting
in a substantial reduction in theoperationalsystemnoise
temperature.
Turbo Codes: A new class of error-correctingcodes[DivsalarandPollara,
19951 is being
developed,offering 0.7 dB advantageover the current Reed-Solomon/convolutional (15,1/6)
concatenated
code.
NASA’s next-generation
deep
space
transponder,
the
Spacecraft
Transponding Modem, a prototype
ofwhichwill becompleted by 2001, will support this new
code, and implementation of turbo decoders in the DSN is planned by 2003.
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Figure 2: Ka-band deep space telecommunications roadmap
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Rapid deployment of Ka-band
receive capabilities in the DSN: DSS
DSN’s
the
13,
research and
development
antenna
shown
in
Figure 3, has served as a testbed for
developing
Ka-band
ground
al., 1997,
technologies[Edwards,et
Morabito, 19961.DSS
13currently
supports
Ka-band,
and the
first
operational
Ka-band
capability
is Figure 4: Uejormable mirror (lejt) and seven-element
two candidatetechnologies
for
just now coming on line at DSS 25, a array feed(right),
beam
34m
waveguide (BWG) achieving high aperture eflciency at 32 GHz onthe
DSN’s 70m antennas.
antenna at Goldstone’sDeepSpace
Communications Comdex.
The
roadmapcallsforaddihgKa-band
to allfive 34m BWG antennas by 2003,followed by
implementation on the three 34m high-efficiency (HEF) antennas by 2006, and finally on the
three 70m antennas by 2009. Making the 70m antennas perform well at the 1 cm wavelength
of Ka-band willbe technicallychallenging,asthe
primary antennasurfacedeforms
by a
significantfraction of this wavelength due to changinggravitationalloads
as the antennas
tracksatarget
in elevation.TheTMODTechnologyProgramispursuingtwo
candidate
technologies to compensatefor these antennadeformations(Figure4).
In oneapproach,a
small deformable mirror in front of the 70m RF feed is programmed to compensate for the
wavefront distortioncaused by the primary surfacedeformation[Rengarajan,et
al., 19981;
this approach can be thought of as the RF equivalent of the adaptive optics systems used in
state-of-the-artastronomicaltelescopes.
In the otherapproach,acluster
of seven feeds
collects the defocused Ka-band signal and adaptively recombines it electronically to achieve
this compensation [Vilnrotter and Iijima, 19961.
~~
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spacecraftdesign issues, andlaunch vehicle constraints. The MarsGlobal Surveyor
spacecraft is flyingadualfrequency,
Cassagrain WKa-bandhigh-gainantenna.
Other novel designs with lower mass or stowed volume are also being investigated at
Ka-band, including fixed and inflatable reflectarray antennas.
Flight demonstrations: Actual flight demonstrations are critical for validating Ka-band
flight
and ground components, assessing the increased effects of weather on the Ka-band link, and
givingfuturemissionsconfidence
in movingtoKa-band.
TheMarsObserverspacecraft
carriedthefirstdeepspaceexperimentalKa-banddownlink
in 1992.Initial
tests were
successful [Rebold, et al., 19941, but the loss of the spacecraft limited the experience gained.
More recently, in 1996 the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft (Figure 5) carried a second Kaband flight experiment that included a 1 W Ka-band SSPA with 11% power efficiency and a
dual frequency WKa-band high-gain antenna [Butman, et al., 19971.And later this year, the
New MillenniumDS1 missionwill demonstrateKa-banddownlinks
with theSmallDeep
Space Transponder and a 2.5 W, 15% efficient Ka-band SSPA.
Flight mission applications: Cassini is thefirst
mission thatisflyingKa-bandas
an
operational part of their prime mission. Cassini will use Ka-band uplinks and downlinks, not
A single Goldstone
fortelemetrybutrather
for high-precisionradioscienceexperiments.
34m BWG antenna will support these Ka-band links for Cassini, providing a benchmark on
ground station performance and valuable experience in working at Ka-band. A wide array of
missions in the2003-and-beyondtimeframeare
now lookingat Ka-band as an optionin
theirmissiondesigns.Potential
Ka-band usersinclude missions in theMarsSurveyor
Program,theOuterPlanetsprogram(includingEuropaOrbiter,PlutoExpress,andSolar
Probe),the new Millenniumprogram, and theyet-to-be-namedmissions
in theDiscovery
program.TMOD will beworking with thesefuture missions tocooperativelyexamine
the
end-to-endtelecommunicationslink
issues andthepotentialbenefits
of Ka-bandforthese
missions.

3.4 OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONSROADMAP
Looking
beyond
Ka-band,
optical
communications
holds
the
promise
of even higher
telecommunications performance, once again due to much higher directivity
of the spacecraft’s
laser signal towards Earth. (Whereas a l m spacecraft RF antenna generates a diffraction-limited
beamwidth of about 30 mrad at X-band and 10 mrad at Ka-band, a 10 cm telescope generates an
opticalbeamwidth of 10 prad or less.) Though in itsearly stages, thedevelopment of optical
communications for deep space has already accomplished several important milestones. In 1992,
theGalileoOpticalPointingExperiment(GOPEX)successfullydemonstratedtransmissionof
ground-basedlasersignalsupto
the Galileospacecraft [Wilsonand Lesh, 19931. And in 1995,
JPL
and
Japan’s
Communications
Research Laboratory
collaborated
to demonstrate
bidirectionalopticalcommunicationsat
rates of upto 1 Mbps
betweenJPL’sTableMountain
Facility and the Japanese ETS
VI spacecraft (see Figure 6 ) [Wilson, et al., 19971. On the flight
side, NASA’s Crosscutting Technology program has sponsored
the
development
JPL
at
an
of
Optical
Communications
Demonstrator
(OCD),
shown in Figure
7.
The
OCD
is a
prototypeopticalcommunicationsterminalapplicabletoGbps
near-Earthmissionsas well as lower rate deepspacemissions
[Yan, et al., 19971.
As with the RF domain, TMOD has establisheda coordinated
flight-ground roadmap of technology development leading to a
deepspaceopticalcommunicationscapability,as
shown in
Figure 8.
0

Deployment of optical ground stations: TMOD has initiated
in 1998 thedevelopment ofan
OpticalCommunications
TelescopeLaboratory(OCTL),a1-meteropticaltelescope
sited
JPL’s
at Table
Mountain
Facility in Southern
California.Slatedforfirstlight
in late1999, OCTL will
serve a role for optical communications
very similar to the
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u p h kf r o m
Table Mountain
0.6m Telescope to the ETS-VI
spacecraft during the Ground
to Orbit Lasercom Demo
(GOLD)
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Table 1: Data Return (MBytes) for a 5-hr Tracking Pass
X-band

Ka-band

Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

42.2
12.5

Optical

70m
3 4 m l 7m0 m
29.5
659.6 727.5 1772.1
182.6
409.6
152.5
2.0
45.2

Planet
168.2
49.9

34m
1 Om
2151.3
497.3
121.4 147.4

6.8

Notes:
RF cases referenced to l m effective s/c antenna, IO W RF radiated power
Optical cases referenced to 30 cm s/c telescope, 3 W optical transmitted power, 1=1.06 m
RF values averaged over complexes; optical assumes Goldstone
RF cases assume 6K CCR HEMT LNA systems
Optical cases averaged over Sun-Earth-Probe (SEP) angle
Optical performance varies w/SEP angle; 10m: +-50%(Im: +-5%)for SEP=180 deg-lOdeg
All cases referenced to data rate at 30 deg elevation
RF links assume 90% availability; optical assumes 70%;data volume deweighted by availability
No additional link margin included

The
timing
of the optical
roadmap,
and
particularly
the
implementation of 10m photon buckets, will be driven by the need dates of the first deep space
users. One aggressive scenario recently examined assumed that the
Europa Orbiter mission (the
first launch of the new NASA Outer Planets Program) chooses
to fly the X2000-based optical
transceiver in order to augment their science return. For one
early mission design, the spacecraft
would launch in 2003, enter the Jovian system in 2005, and then spend several years maneuvering
into orbit about the
moon Europa,culminating in a30-dayprimesciencemission
in 2007. In
this scenario, early cruise checkout of the optical flight hardware would be supported by the l m
OCTL. The first 10m photon bucket would come online in 2006, one year prior to the Europa
prime science phase. In addition, because of the short nature of that prime phase, NASA would
look at the possibility of leasing time on a 5-10 meter astronomical telescope to augment this first
operationalsite. Based onthe success of thisfirst use, NASA couldthenaddadditional
10m
ground sites, or alternativelycould assess thecosubenefits of establishinga deep space optical
relay aperture in earth orbit to get above the detrimental effects of the Earth’s atmosphere. Other
potentialusers of opticalcommunicationsincludesubsequentOuterPlanetprogrammissions
such as Pluto Express and Neptune Orbiter, as well as future Mars relay communications orbiters,
providingveryhigh-bandwidth“trunkline”communicationsbacktoEarthforsophisticated
robotic surface rovers and aerobots, and eventually for piloted Mars missions.
Flight
mission
applications:

4. SUMMARY
The impact of these new technologiescanbequantified
by revisiting thetelecommunications
metrics we defined in Section 3.1. First is the simple metric of available DSN tracking time and
theanticipated 60% DSNoversubscriptionbased
on aprojection of theneeds of the rapidly
expanding mission set using current operations concepts. The
Ka-band roadmap provides a path
to deal with this demand while simultaneously providing increased science data return to
future
missions. With network-wideKa-bandsupport
on all 34m BWG antennas by 2003andthe
availability of efficient, low-mass, low-cost Ka-band flight components in this same time frame,
we assume that Ka-band will be a very viable option for mission in the 2003-2005 time frame and
beyond. With theroughlyfour-foldperformanceadvantage
of Ka-bandrelative toX-band,
future missions will be able to adopt a new operations concept which requires a factor of two less
DSNtrackingtimebut
still providesroughlyafactor
oftwo moredatavolume.Inaddition,
implementation of highlyautomatedDSNgroundsystems
in this timeframe will increase
availableantennahours by reducingpre-/post-calibrationtime.
A revisedDSNloadingstudy,
based on the assumption that
NASA missions starting in 2005 will use Ka-band to reduce their
tracking requirements to one 5-hr
pass per week in cruise phase and one 5-hr pass per day in
prime science phase (which still provides an overall increase in data volume return), shows that the
anticipated mission set can be well-supported with existing DSN assets outfitted with new Ka-band
electronics.
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Moving to our second metric, of interest to future mission designers is the actual data volume that
can be obtained in one of these short, 5-hr tracking passes. Link analyses for X-band, Ka-band,
and optical links into various ground assets exhibit the performance gains possible by moving to
higher frequencies, as shown in Table 1. (These links represent theoretical upper
limits, and do
not include additional link margins, allocation of power to residual carriers or ranging channels,
etc.;seetablenotesfordetailedassumption.Usethesenumbers
as aguide to the relative
performance of different configurations.) Several observations can be made: First, these numbers
confirm that a 34m Ka-band link is roughly comparable
to a 70m X-band link, and nearly
four
times higher than a34mX-bandlink.Second,
if thedevelopment of adaptiveKa-band feed
systemssucceeds on the70mantennas, even higherperformance is possible. In fact,theKaband/70m link provides performance nearly equivalent to the optical/lOm link for the spacecraft
configurations considered here.
Finally, we canlook at our third metric, aggregategroundnetworkcapacityfordeepspace
communications, to view at thehighest level how these technologydevelopments will lead to
dramaticincrease in the bandwidth availableforsupportingfleets
of roboticand,ultimately,
9 shows the
growth
of this aggregate
piloted
missions
in the new millennium.
Figure
communications capacity metric at S-band, X-band, Ka-band, and optical between now and 2010,
basedonthetechnologyroadmaps
presented here.Again,
several observationscanbe
made:
First, the use of new turbo codes as well as planned improvements in our current feed systems will
lead to continuous incremental growth of our existing X-band capability. Second, the
proposed
Ka-band implementations provide much more dramatic growth. The Ka-band capability
of just
the five BWG antennas will outperform the entire DSN at X-band, and with the addition of Ka to
the HEF and 70m antennas, the resulting Ka-band capability
will be more than four times our
current X-band capacity. Finally, optical provides
a long-range path to future growth. The first
optical 1Om station will offer roughly the performance of today's entire DSN capacity.
In conclusion, new RF and optical technologies are poised to provide breakthrough increases in
NASA deep space telecommunications capacity, allowing NASA to meet the needs of a growing
andincreasinglychallenging
mission set while offeringincreaseddatareturn
to individual
missions. In the near term, the addition
of Ka-band capabilities to existing DSN antennas is an
extremetlycost-effective way to increasecapacity. In thelongerterm,optical
communications
appears to be the path forfuturegrowth.
Achieving this growth will require acoordinated
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approach towards thedevelopment of flight and groundtechnologies.Criticalitems
on the
roadmaps
include
the
need for improved efficiency of Ka-band
spacecraft
amplifiers,
understanding the potential performance
of the 70m antennas at Ka-band, and establishing one
or more near-term optical flight demonstrations.
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